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1. Introduction. Let L denote an oriented link in the 3-sphere S3;

let ki, k2, • ■ ■ , k„ denote the components of L, G = iriiS3—L) the

group of the link. 77i(53 — L) is free abelian of rank p, so we have the

exact sequence

0 -► [G, G] -> G -> Ai © A2 © • • • © A„ -> 0

where [G, G] is the commutator subgroup of G and each A{, i=l,

• ■ • , p, is infinite cyclic. Thus we have homomorphisms

(/><: G^ Ai

for each i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p.

It is the purpose of this paper to determine the structure of the

kernels of these homomorphisms. In order to do this, we will con-

struct infinite cyclic covering spaces over S3 — L using methods sim-

ilar to those of Lee Neuwirth in [2]. Using these infinite cyclic cover-

ing spaces, we will observe how to construct covering spaces over

53 — L corresponding to the kernels of homomorphisms C7—^4,-j© • • •

@Aim, 1 ̂ ij^p, and, under certain conditions, it will be possible to

determine the structure of these kernels, in particular, of the com-

mutator subgroup of G.

2. Construction of covering spaces. Let S{ be an orientable surface

in S3 which spans the oriented component ki of L. We assume SI

to be oriented so that dSi =kt. Si is taken in general position relative

to L — ki so that kj(~\Si, j^i, is a finite set of points. These points

are assigned a + or — in the usual manner. If pi, p2EkjC\Si have

different signs, and if one of the arcs A Ekj from pi to p2 does not

intersect Si then we can remove these points of intersection by con-

structing a new orientable surface Si which spans kt: cut holes in

Si at pi and p2 and connect the two added boundary curves by a

small tube around the arc A. Continuing this process, we can remove

either all + intersection points, or all — points of intersection of kj

with Si without introducing any new points of intersection. We have

then an orientable surface Si which spans ki and the number rjij of

points of intersection of kj with Si is the absolute value of the linking

number of ki and kj. Repeating this for each j¥-i, we ultimately ob-
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tain a surface 5< which spans &t and the number of points of inter-

section of S! with Ujv; kj is 77,= y*.4.i*itin. Hence there exists an S'i

of minimal genus with the above property; if S{ is such a surface,

let Si = Si — {Jj?!ikj. For convenience in this paper, we shall call Si

a pre-linking surface and 5,- a linking surface for k%, and call the genus

of Si the linking genus of &,■ with respect to L.

Let Ui be a regular neighborhood (in the sense of Whitehead [3])

of the linking surface Si for ki such that Bd Ui contains ki. (Bd Ui)—k,

has two components S\ and S2. Lemmas 1 and 2 in §4 of [2] are now

valid for S] and S2.

Lemma 1. The inclusion map c: Sj—*Bd Ui induces a monomorphism

c,nri(.S?)-»in(Bd  Ui).

Lemma 2. 77se inclusion map d: Sj-^S3 — (Int(T/,)W7) induces a

monomorphism a*: 7Ti(5j)—>7Ti(53 — (Int(c7i)U£)).

Some remarks on the proofs of these two lemmas are perhaps in

order. In the proof of Lemma 1, ki may be unknotted in which case

Si may be a disk. However, assuming L is not splittable, Sj must be a

disk with a number of points removed, so that &,—>£* still induces a

monomorphism. In the proof of Lemma 2, by assuming there is a

closed curve a on S* such that a^O in S3— (Int(Z7,)U7) but not on

S], one either reduces the genus of SI or reduces the number 77,-.

For each i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p, let Hi be the normal subgroup of G con-

sisting of all elements of G which are represented by loops in S3 — L

which have linking number zero with ki. Clearly G/Hi = Ai so that

the kernel of <£,• is T7,-.

Using the linking surface Si for ki, we can now construct the cov-

ering space Xi of S? — L corresponding to 77,= ker <pf. This is done

just as in [2], but we include a brief description of A,- for completeness.

Let F^ = 53-(Int(T/,)U7),andlet { Fj};__„ be a countable collec-

tion of disjoint copies of Y*0. Each Y) has two boundary components

jS\ and jS2 which are homeomorphic in a natural way to oSj = S] and

oS2 = S2, respectively. Also 5* and S2 are homeomorphic, so we

construct A,- by attaching Y) to Fj+1, glueing jS\ to j+iS2 for each j,

— 00 </ < 00.

Clearly 7Ti(Fo)C77.-, and since G/77,- is infinite cyclic, it follows

that Xt is the covering space of S3 — L corresponding to 77,.

3. Group structure. The proof of Theorem 1 of [2] with [G, G]

replaced by TT,- is valid. Thus we have:

Theorem 3.1. If 77,- is finitely generated, it is /ree 0/ rank 2g,+7;,-
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where gi is the linking genus of k, with respect to L, and rji is the sum of

the absolute values of the linking numbers of kt with kj, jr^i.

If Hi is not finitely generated, then either it is

(a) a nontrivial free product with amalgamation on a free group F of

rank 2gi+i)i,

■■•*A*A*A*---,
F        F

or,

(b) locally free and a direct limit of free groups of rank 2g,+77i.

The following lemma will be used in the sequel.

Lemma 3.2. (i) ft!:} Hi/()ti_1Hi = Ak, 2gfcg/x.

(ii) G/iYt„iHi = Ai®A2® ■ ■ • ®Ak, lgfcgju-

Proof. We prove (i). (ii) is proved in a similar manner. For each

* = 1, 2, ■ ■ • , p, GD770 [G, G] since G/Ht is abelian. Thus

m

G/[G, G] = Ai © • • • © A„D D Hi/[G, G] = A^i © ■ • • © A„
i=l

so that

n Ei / n Hi = (n h,/[g, g]\ /( n h{/[g, g]\

= iAk © Ak+i © • • • © A^/iAk+i © • ■ ■ © A„)

= Ak.

We will now restrict our attention to the situation when p = 2 and

the linking number of ki and k2 is nonzero; i.e., 1712 = ^721 = t?i = J725^0.

The covering space Xi2 of S3 — L corresponding to HiC\H2 will be

constructed and, from this, the structure of HiC~\H2 can be deter-

mined. Note that by Lemma 3.2, 77ifW2 = ker[G—>Ai@A2] = [G, G].

Before constructing X12, we need three lemmas. Let Si, S2, and

Si, S2 be pre-linking and linking surfaces for ki, k2, respectively. We

have already constructed the covering space Xi of S3—L correspond-

ing to Hi. Let pi: Xx—>53 — L be the covering map.

Lemma 3.3. pi1iS2) is a connected orientable 2-manifold in Xi.

Proof. Since 7712^0, k2 intersects Si. Intersections of Si and S2

are either simple closed curves which lie on the interiors of Si and

S2, or arcs which run from ki to k2 (no arc can run from ki to ki by

the definition of Si and S2). It follows from this that all the com-
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ponents of piX(k2) lie on the same component of pi1(S2). Hence, by

the path lifting property, pi1(S2) is connected.

Lemma 3.4. The inclusion i: pi1(S2)—>Xi induces a monomorphism

i*: Tri^r'O^WitXi).

Proof. Since pi1(S2) is connected, it is a covering space over S2

with covering map q = pi\pi1(S2).

The diagram

■xi(p~i \S2)) ^ 7ri(A,)

g* 1 Pi*•*
«-i(52)—->G

is commutative, j* is induced by inclusion, q*, j*, and p* are all

monomorphisms, and hence so is **.

Lemma 3.5. Xi—pi1(S2) is connected, and

h*(iri(Xi - prKS*)) C (p?)-KBinnt) C *n(Xi) « 77i,

where h* is induced by the inclusion map h: Xi — pi1(S2)—*Xi.

Proof. Ai—pi 1(S2) is connected since pi1(S2) is a connected 2-

manifold with boundary pi1(k2).

Pih maps Xi-Pi^Si) onto ^-(LU^), so />*/i*(7ri(A1-^r1(52)))

C772.
Now, by Lemma 3.2,

7n(Xi)/(^i*)-i(77i n 772) « T7i/(TTi H T72) = 4,,

so we can construct the infinite cyclic covering space Ai2 over Ai

corresponding to (pX)~l(Hir\H2) with covering map p[2. This is

done just as Xi was constructed, with pi1(S2) replacing Si. Thus Ai2

is the covering space of S3 — L corresponding to 77if^772= [G, G] with

covering map pn = pip'i2-

Note that by the method of construction of Ai, iri(j>i1(Si)) is

either trivial, or free and infinitely generated; so by Lemma 3.4 and

the proof of Theorem 1 of [2], we have:

Theorem 3.6. 7/ G is not Z@Z, [G, G] is infinitely generated and

has one o/ the/ollowing forms:

(a) free;

(b) an infinite free product of isomorphic groups;

(c) an infinite free product of isomorphic groups with amalgamation
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on an infinitely generated free group;

(d) locally free and a direct limit of infinitely generated free groups.

When p>2 and 77,7^0 (iVj) for each i, j, lgtgMi lgjgju. the

above method can be used to construct the covering space of S3 — L

corresponding to ker [G-+A,-j © ■ ■ ■ ffi.4,-m] so tnat Theorem 3.6 is

valid with [G, G] replaced by this subgroup. For, by reordering the

components of L, we can assume that the homomorphism in question

is G—>Ai®A2@ • • • ®Am, so that by Lemma 3.2, the kernel of the

homomorphism is fljli 77*. Thus, we can construct a finite number of

covering spaces Xi2...m, Xi2...(m_i),...,Xi of S3 — L such that X12...K

corresponds to Df=i 77i. If pi2.. .*: X12.. .k—>S3—L is the covering map,

Xi2.. .(J.+D is the infinite cyclic covering space of XJ2.. .* corresponding

to (/>*2---t)""1(nfj"11 77,). Xi2...(fc+i), is of course constructed as X12 was

constructed above, replacing pi1iS2) by P&1 ■■■tiSk+i). The require-

ment that 77,75^0 insures that P121 ■ ■ -liSk+i) will be connected for each

£ = 1,2, ■ • • , p — 1. This allows the use of the Van Kampen theorem,

in the proof of Theorem 3.6. However, should 77,7 = 0 for some * and j,

the covering spaces can still be constructed even though p"^1 ■ ■ -tiSk+i)

will not necessarily be connected.

The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for [G, G] to be

a free product.

Theorem 3.7. If there is a component k% of L such that 772 = 1 and

the linking genus g2 of k2 is zero, and if Gt^ZQZ, then [G, G] is a

free product.

Proof. Since 772= 1 and g2 = 0, the linking surface S2 of k2 is a "half

open" annulus. Let ki be the component of L such that 77^2 = 1 and let

Si be its linking surface. If we assume i = l, we can construct the

covering spaces Xi and Xi2. Since 77125^0, pT*iS2) is connected and

hence is a covering space over 52. Now ptiriiP^iS^EHi^iriiS^,

and since 7712 = 1, 7ri(.S2)rWi = 0. Hence iriipi1iS2)) is trivial. Since

HiC\H2 is a free product with amalgamation on iriipT1 iS2)), Hif\H2

is just a free product. i?iP\7JO [G, G] and so by the Kurosh Sub-

group Theorem [l], [G, G] is a free product.
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